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Background
The eSeePay System is a SLU built module of the Employee Self Service to replace the paper DP.
Online DP’s are subject to Banner electronic approval.
An online query function is available for tracking statuses of DPs.

Access to the eSeePay System

Employees with access to Banner Finance Self-Service may access the eSeePay System. Steps to gain
access to eSeePay:
1. Read this manual.
2. Watch the online
tutorial: http://www.slu.edu/services/busfin/polpro/scannedforms/eSeePaytutorial.html
3. Users needing access, require an access request form be completed and approved by their
manager. Here is the link to the on-line form (first
link): http://www.slu.edu/services/HR/university_security_forms.html
4. Call Mail Services at 977-2958 to request white inner office envelopes.
5. Once Information Technologies (IT) has granted the employee access to eSeePay there will be
both eSeePay Online DP and eSeePay Online Query on the finance tab of Banner Self-Service.
With access, you may create a DP online. However, you are restricted to create DPs against
funds/orgs to which you have posting authority.
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ONLINE DP REQUEST FORM
Screen 1

Banner ID, SSN/EIN, or Name Known

1. Banner ID - When the Banner ID or vendor number is known, key it into the ‘Enter Banner ID’
field.
2. SSN/EIN - When the SSN or EIN of a person or vendor is known, key it into the ‘SSN/EIN field.
Click ‘enter’ or ‘proceed’ located at the bottom of the screen. If the SSN or EIN is referenced in
Banner, it will proceed to the next screen.
**If this search does not find the correct vendor, try searching in the ‘Search Banner Name’
field, before completing a Master Vendor Form. It is possible that a SSN may not have been
recorded in Banner for that vendor. If you find the Banner ID by searching the name, please
send an email eseepay@list.slu.edu, including the Banner ID, Company Name, SSN or EIN, and
request the vendor be updated with their SSN or EIN.
3. Name - When searching by name, enter the vendor name into the ‘Search Banner Name’. This
field is case sensitive and words should be keyed with a Capital letter followed by lowercase
letters. You may also search with a portion of the name, using Banner wildcard, (the percent
sign (%)) before and after the name in the ‘Search Banner Name’ field.
**Most common mistakes when searching for vendors:
• If there is an abbreviation in the company’s name, it may or may not be abbreviated in
Banner. Ex: The name is Association of Clinical Health Labs. Association could be Assn.
Recommendation: Search for another word(s) in the company name with a percent before
and after, %Clinical Health%. This will bring up only vendors with that word or words exactly
as you typed them.
• Keep in mind that Saint Louis is usually in Banner as St Louis with no period. Most of the time
you will notice that punctuation is not used in vendor names. Once again, search using the %
before and after another word in the vendor’s name.
• If the vendor starts with “The”, search with and without “The”.
• Acronyms are usually spelled out in Banner. If you are not finding the vendor you are looking
for, you may want to try looking them up by their full name or search a word in the name
instead of the acronym. Ex: The vendor is ACHL which stands for Association of Clinical Labs.
If your search for ACHL does not locate the vendor, search for %Clinical Labs%.
• If the vendor you are searching for has been paid by SLU before, it has a Banner ID. If you
are unable to find your vendor with all the suggestions listed, you can
email eseepay@list.slu.edu and ask for assistance locating the Banner ID.
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Needing to set up a new vendor:
OPTION ONE

Put a check in “This vendor is new” at the bottom of the eSeePay Online DP Screen and click proceed.
1. Download and forward the Master Vendor Form to the vendor.
2. Submit the Master Vendor form as an attachment via an email to eseepay@list.slu.edu. It is
important to use the last name or a portion of the vendor name as your subject for the email.
Google Apps links all emails with the same subject together making it difficult to locate and
respond to your requests. Also, please do not send more then one Master Vendor Form in an
email. Each one needs to be sent separately with its own subject. The exception to this would be
if you have numerous people and can provide a spreadsheet with the last name, first name,
social security number, street address, city, state, and zip. This spreadsheet can be emailed
to eseepay@list.slu.edu.
OPTION TWO
If you would like, you can create the DP without a vendor ID, submit it, and return to it once a vendor
ID has been created. Enter the information as you normally would to create a DP. The process is the
same; the only difference is that the DP will be in SAVED mode. Either print or note the DP number.
You may also want to make a note of this new vendor’s name in the description field. You will want to
hold the paperwork until you are able to complete the DP. The DP is not complete until you have
“Submitted it to Banner” with the correct vendor information. If you decided to create your DP without
the vendor number and/or address, please follow these instructions once you have received the email
response from eSeePay.
• You will get an email that says, “The vendor number is 000XXXXXX and use AP 1.”
• Go into eSeePay Online DP
• On the first line, in the first box (Banner ID) put the 000XXXXXX number provided to you.
• On the second line, in the first box (address sequence) put AP (must be capital letters)
then tab to the second box and put the number provided to you (usually a 1, unless
adding an address).
• On the third line, put your DP number (DP must be capital letters).
• Click “proceed” at the bottom.
• The next page reminds you that you are in ‘correct’ mode. Click confirm.
• The DP should have the vendor name and address updated.
• Select backup/no backup and special handling if needed.
• Validate, and then submit to Banner if there are no errors.
• Print the DP cover page and send your backup to Accounts Payable in the white eSeePay
envelope. You may also scan the backup and e-mail it to eseepay@list.slu.edu.
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Screen 2 - Vendor Search Results

A list of possible addresses will show. Choose the mailing address where payment should be sent by
clicking on that highlighted Banner ID. Proceed to SCREEN 3.
If the remit to address and the address you selected for the payment to be sent to do not match, your
DP will be disapproved. So, if you do not see the address that the payment should be sent to, you will
need to send an email to eseepay@list.slu.edu with the Banner ID and address that needs to be added.
If you have multiple addresses that need to be established, you can submit them on one email. If you
have the information on an excel spreadsheet, you can attach that to your email as well. In the subject
line of your email put “address additions” and the date. You will receive an email response with the AP
sequence number; at which time you will be able to proceed with your online DP.
• Note: Students always have a Banner ID. However, if they have not been paid by
Accounts Payable, they will not have a valid Accounts Payable address. Therefore, the system
will not allow you to complete an online eSeePay DP for the student until you request an
address addition. Send an email to eseepay@list.slu.edu with the students banner ID, name,
and address that the payment should be sent to. You will get a reply once the address has
been created.
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SCREEN 3 –
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Data Entry Screen

The system defaults the following information:
a. Vendor’s full name and address selected. Please verify this info.
b. Requestor’s name, department, phone number and email.
c. The system defaults today as the transaction date.
d. The system shows the payment date as today’s date. This payment date is not guaranteed,
as all necessary documents must be received and scanned, as well as, all approvals must be
completed prior to payment.
Fill in the following fields.
Vendor Invoice #: Enter the invoice number. Use the “A” trip number as the invoice number
for travel related DP’s. If there is no invoice number, use the date of service or purchase in month,
day, and year format (ex: 030115). Notes: If there is an invoice number and you do not put the
correct invoice number here, your DP will be disapproved. If you get an error stating invoice number
already exists for this vendor, it is important to verify that you are not duplicating a payment already
made. If you are sure that this is a valid payment you can add an “A” behind the month, day, and
year.
Check Stub Description: This description will print on the check. Make this description
meaningful to the vendor. Detailed information entered here could possibly avoid enclosures being
necessary. Your name and contact information may be included.
Credit Memo: If you need to key a credit memo (negative amount), tick the credit memo box.
You will need to complete two DP’s if you have both charges and credits. The DP’s will group together
on a single check. Enter amounts without the minus sign. Ticking the credit memo box tells Banner it is
a negative number.
Payment Type and Accounting: Select a payment type from the pull-down list. Enter the
Fund Code. Enter the Account Code. Enter the Activity Code if necessary. Enter the amount to be
charged to this Fund and Account. If the invoice needs to be split between several fund and accounts,
continue choosing payment types and entering information on as many lines as needed. If you need
more than three payment type lines, click the ‘validate’ button and three more lines will be added. If
you need to split a charge with another department(s), one person will key the DP and charge the
whole amount to their fund. Once the payment has been processed that person will complete a
transaction correction to fix the accounting. Taxable Payments (legal, medical, consulting, royalties,
rent, honoraria, speaker fees, services, entertainment, prize or award) and Non-Taxable
Payments (expenses) cannot be mixed on the same DP. You will need to do two separate DPs if
needing to pay both types to one vendor/person.
Explanation of Charges: This is for internal use only. Notes that may be important for
reference or in the approval process can be entered. If you have submitted a Master Vendor Form and
are awaiting the Vendor number in order to complete this DP, you may want to note that information
here. This will assist you in knowing why this DP is incomplete.
Special Handling Instructions: Check either “Back-up to be Scanned/Indexed” or “No
Backup”. Most DP’s will have backup to be scanned.
Check Handling: Only when necessary, check one of the boxes.
a. Pick Up –attach an envelope with contact’s name and phone number.
b. Interoffice –attach an interoffice envelope with name and location.
c. Enclosure –attach an addressed envelope with the enclosure(s) inside.
Wire Transfer Request: This box should be checked only if you are wiring money to a vendor
outside of the United States. If the vendor is within the United States you can have them complete
paperwork for Direct Deposit.
IMPORTANT: Write the DP # on the back of the envelope in the lower right corner.
Write the DP # on all back up.
Click “Validate” to verify the information you entered is complete and correct. Messages will show in
red at the top of your screen indicating the items which need your attention before proceeding. After
you have made the necessary changes and have no messages in red, click “Submit to Banner”.
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SCREEN 4 – DP Cover Page

The DP cover page will open (Screen 4). Verify that all the DP information keyed is correct. If a
message stating “Vendor’s 1099 information is MISSING/INCOMPLETE” shows, your assistance may be
required to obtain a W9 form. Follow the instructions at the top of the DP cover page for
further steps in completing this process. If supporting documentation is needed it will also
be listed at the top of the cover page. Please review to be sure you provide all necessary
documents.
Important Notes:
1. You can send multiple DP’s in one white envelope. Just make sure to paper clip each DP
with its backup before putting them in the envelope. Call Mail Services at 977-2958 to
request the required white inter office envelopes w/ pink stickers. They will bring 10
per requestor. The DP backup documents will be scanned. The addressed envelopes will be
used to send payments.
2. All backup should be on 8.5 x 11 inch paper for scanning purposes. If your original receipts
are smaller, tape them to paper. A copy of these receipts may be sent as backup and the
original small receipts retained in your department.
3. No highlighting or staples. Some highlights appear as black areas on scanned documents.
Paper clips or spring clips will speed preparation for scanning.
4. Circle on the invoice/receipt(s) the amount(s) being paid.
5. Write the DP # on the back of the envelope in the lower right corner.
6. If you want to reduce the DP cover page to one printed page, click ‘View’ in the tool bar, and
click ‘text size’ and select ‘smallest’ prior to printing.
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Option 3 Copy/Correct/Delete a DP (Screen 1 on pg 4)
Copy

The copy feature is useful in a couple of ways.
First, if you want to pay the same payee for the same thing (i.e. reoccurring monthly charges),
enter the DP number that you want to copy. Or click the link to search for a DP that you have already
entered. Click on the DP number to choose it. Click PROCEED and then CONFIRM to copy the DP that
is shown. You will need to change the invoice number and select any necessary special handling. Verify
all information is correct for this payment request and then click VALIDATE and then SUBMIT TO
BANNER.
Ex: If you have an agreement that will require monthly payments, send a full copy of the full
agreement with your first payment. It will be scanned and indexed. With your second payment, copy
the DP and put “refer to DP# _____ for scanned copy” in the Explanation of Charges box. The following
month make a copy of the 2nd DP#.
Second, if you want to pay a different payee for the same thing (i.e. multiple patients for the
same patient study), you’ll enter the Banner ID number, for the vendor to be paid, on the first line,
the address type and sequence number on the second line, and the DP number you wish to copy, on
the third line. Click PROCEED and then CONFIRM to copy the DP that is shown. Verify that the name
and address are correct and select any necessary special handling. (You may need to click on the BACK
button at the bottom of the page in order to enter the payee info and DP number). Verify all
information is correct for this payment request and then click VALIDATE and then SUBMIT TO BANNER.
Ex: This feature is extremely helpful for multiple patient study payments. You will only have to key the
DP one time and then use the copy feature for each additional person being paid.

Correct

The DP must be disapproved or incomplete for you to make corrections.
Enter the DP number that you want to correct and click SUBMIT.
Or click the link to search for a DP that you have already entered.
Click on the DP number to choose it.
This option will allow you to keep the same DP number, as long as it has been disapproved or is in an
incomplete status.
Click the CONFIRM button if this is the DP you want to correct.
Make your corrections and verify all information is correct for this payment request.
Click VALIDATE, and then SUBMIT TO BANNER.

Delete

The DP must be disapproved or incomplete for you to delete.
Enter the DP number that you want to delete.
Or click the link to search for a DP that you have already entered.
Click on the DP number to choose it.
Click the DELETE button if this is the DP you want to delete.
The system will give you a chance to exit without deleting.
Otherwise, click on DELETE again.
Note: The DP will be removed permanently.
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Online Status Query
Screen 5

You may check on the status of a previously entered DP by going to eSeePay-Online Status Query,
which is in Self-Service Banner under Finance. If no parameters are given, the system retrieves all
DPs created in the eSeePay System for the current fiscal year, which were charged to the fund/org you
are authorized to query. Results will be returned in descending transaction date order.
You may filter DP’s using one or more of the following parameters:
By Transaction Date Range
By default, the From/To dates represent the current fiscal year. You may override either of the fields.
The system locates the DPs which have transaction dates between the two dates.
By DP Number
For performance reasons, the DP must have originated in the eSeePay System. You may use a percent
(%) wildcard or the underscore (_) wildcard. DP should be in capital letters.
By Fund/Org Codes
The fund/org code you enter must be one which you have access to query. You may use a percent (%)
wildcard or the underscore (_) wild card.
By Vendor ID
You may locate all DPs paid or payable to a vendor by ID number.
By Status
Choose a status from the drop down menu. Choices are:
All, Paid, Cancelled, Waiting for Approval, Complete/Unpaid, or Incomplete
By Handling Code
Choose a status from the drop down menu. Choices are:
All, Enclosure, Pick Up, Scan, or Interoffice
By Requestor
Enter the SLUnet ID of the requestor if you want to narrow the results.
An example of this ID is jsmith.
Submit your query.
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Query Results (Screen #6)

If you click on a DP number, all detail (fund, account, payee, description, amount, requestor name,
etc) about the DP will be shown on a query results screen.
When in query mode, be aware of the number of windows you have opened. They will appear in the
bottom bar of your computer. It is best to close each one after viewing.
Red Flag - A red flag in the far left column in the DP listing signals that the DP backup has been
scanned. By clicking on the flag, the Xtender screen will open showing you those scanned pages.
X – An ‘X’ in the far left column in the DP listing signals that this DP does not have backup and nothing
will be scanned.
Approvers may approve DP requests prior to viewing scanned documents if they agree with information
in the system.
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Document Status
Incomplete - DP requires further detail in order to be completed.
Click on this incomplete status. The Correct/Delete screen will appear. If you want to complete, click
the confirm/edit button. When the detail entry screen opens, click the back button at the bottom of
the screen to enter the Banner ID and Address Sequence information. Enter. Verify that all information
is validated. When ok, click 'Summit to Banner' and proceed as directed.
Note: Whoever 'corrects' a DP, will become the requestor. If this person has approval rights for the
fund being charged, the DP will be routed for approval to the next level of approvers.
Complete - DP has all detail and is ready to be paid. If you click on this complete status, the copy
screen will open. Click the confirm/edit button to enter a new DP by copying information from this
completed DP. To change the payee, click the back button at the bottom of the screen to enter the
Banner ID and Address Sequence information. Enter. Verify that all information is correct and
validated. When ok, click 'Summit to Banner' to complete the new DP and proceed as directed.
Paid - If a DP has been paid, the check number and check date are shown.
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APPROVAL

Screen 7 Document Status

Screen #8 – Approval

DP is being routed for approvals. Click on the ‘approval’ button. The next
screen opens (Screen 7). You will be able to click the DP number and see the details.
If you click on the 'history' button, you will see still needs to approve the DP and who has approved it.
If you are an approver, you may click on the approve link. You may add text concerning your approval
in the box that appears (Screen 8). The DP will be routed to the next approver group or set as
complete and will be ready for payment.
Approvers may find the DP's available for approval by accessing the eSeePay Query module in Banner
Self Service. Approvers may also View Documents in Banner Self Service and approve DPs.
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Screen #9 – Disapproval

DISAPPROVE

If you are an approver, you may click on the disapprove link. You may add text concerning your
disapproval in the box that appears (Screen 9). These notes may tell the requestor what needs to be
corrected or that the DP should be deleted and not paid. The notes may advise that the DP fund will
be corrected by the approver. An email will be sent to the requestor advising that you have
disapproved this DP.
a. If an approver disapproves a DP that should not be paid, the requestor should access the DP
query screen, enter the DP number, and click the 'delete' button.
b. If an approver disapproves a DP that requires corrections, the requestor should access the DP
query screen, enter the DP number, and make the necessary corrections. The DP will route again for
approvals.
c. If an approver disapproves a DP that should be charged to a different fund number that the
requestor does not have rights to, that approver or someone with rights should access the DP query
screen, enter the DP number, and correct the DP by clicking the confirm/edit button. This DP may
route again for approvals depending on the level of the disapproval.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES
1. All DP, and only DP, related documents should be sent to Accounts Payable in the WHITE interoffice
envelopes with BRIGHT PINK LABELS. These envelopes will be given priority so that documents will be
scanned as soon as possible.
2. Print the DP cover page.
3. Backup should be attached behind the cover page with a paperclip or spring clip at the top center.
Do NOT use staples or highlight.
4. All pages should be 8.5 x 11 in order to be scanned. Retain original small receipts in your
department if copies were made for scanning. You may choose to write the DP number on every page
of your backup.
5. Enclosures should be in an addressed envelope. Write the DP number on the back, lower right
corner of the envelope and clip it to the front of the cover page.
6. Pick Ups should have the name and phone number of the person to pick up written on an interoffice
envelope. Write the DP number on the back, lower right corner of the envelope and clip it to the front
of the cover page.
7. Interoffice payments should have an addressed envelope clipped to the front of the cover page if it
is going to someone other than the payee. The DP number should be written on the back, lower right
corner of the envelope.
REMINDER: Although your DP shows a pay date, that pay date is not guaranteed. DPs with backup
must be received and scanned in Accounts Payable prior to final approval. DPs have at least three
levels of approvals (department, commitment office, and accounts payable) prior to being paid.
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MOST COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How do I get more white interoffice DP envelopes?
Call Mail Services at 977-2958 and request them.
Can I scan and email my backup to Accounts Payable? What about fax?
Yes, you can scan and email your backup to eseepay@list.slu.edu.
Make sure that you state “backup for DP#” in the subject field.
You can fax your back-up to 977-2298.
Make sure the DP cover page is first and the DP# is on all pages.
What is the status of my DP?
Please review page 12.
How long will it take to get a response once I submit a master vendor form?
The goal is to respond within 24-48 hours.
Please note: If you have a large list of vendors this may take longer.
Why do I need a W-9 for some payments?
Taxation laws require SLU to have tax information for all vendors.
If I have a question regarding taxes, who should I call?
Call Diana Reed at 977-5020.
If I need to pay someone who is not a United States citizen, and therefore does not
have a Social Security number, what should I do?
There are Non-Resident Alien forms, which can be found on the Business & Finance
website. To speak with someone regarding your payment call Diana Reed at 977-5020.
I am keying numerous DPs for the same vendor will they issue on one check?
No, the system is set up to issue one check per a DP. Consider combining your entries to
one DP. The only exception to this is, if a DP and a credit memo are keyed these items
will group together on one check.
Why do I have to do a Master Vendor Form for a person?
Master Vendor Forms must be complete whether you are adding a person or a company.
Banner treats them both as vendors.
Why did I get an error stating “this invoice was paid on DP022222”
If you get an error stating invoice number already exists for this vendor, it is important to
verify that you are not duplicating a payment already made. If you are sure that this is a
valid payment you can add an “A” behind the invoice number.
How do I key a DP if I am splitting a charge with another department?
If you need to split a charge with another department(s), one person will key the DP and
charge the whole amount to their fund. Once the payment has been processed that
person will complete a Transaction Correction to charge the other department.
How can I reprint a DP cover page?
Go to the ‘Online Status Query’ and search for the DP. Once the results are showing, click
on the highlighted DP number and print the DP Cover Page.
Who should I contact if I need assistance keying a DP?
Email: eseepay@list.slu.edu
Call: Darlene Gordon 977-2411 or Tara Huff-Day 977-3919.
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